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INTRODUCTION
The Moreno Valley Community Services District (CSD) was established pursuant to the
Community Services District Law (California Government Code Section 61000 et seq.) (“CSD
Law”) in 1984 at the time of the incorporation of the City of Moreno Valley. The CSD is a
dependent special district of the City, and the Moreno Valley City Council serves as the Board of
Directors of the CSD. The boundaries of the CSD are the same as those of the City.
Prior to the City’s incorporation, the territory that would become the City of Moreno Valley was an
unincorporated territory of Riverside County. The County had created County Service Areas
(CSAs) to fund and provide certain enhanced services in this territory. The CSD was created so
that responsibility for these funding mechanisms (and services) within the territory of the City of
Moreno Valley could be transitioned from CSAs governed by the Riverside County Board of
Supervisors to a CSD governed by the Moreno Valley City Council.
The CSD is comprised of a number of Zones, each of which provides a specific set of services
within a defined portion of the City. Zone E of the CSD was established in 1987 to fund landscape
maintenance services in certain geographical and development areas of the City. Zone E was
comprised of a number of subzones (i.e. Zone E-1, Zone E-3A, etc.), each of which funded
specific landscape improvements associated with the subdivision (or parts of subdivisions) that
comprised the zones.
In November, 1996, the voters of California adopted Proposition 218, which has been codified as
Articles XIII C and XIII D of the California Constitution. Proposition 218 imposed a number of
substantive and procedural requirements on taxes, assessments, and property-related fees
imposed by local governments in California. Although referred by the CSD as “charges”, the
charges imposed by Zone E of the CSD were categorized under Proposition 218 as real-property
assessments.
Subsequent to the adoption of Proposition 218, the CSD conducted mail ballot protest
proceedings pursuant to Article XIII D, Section 4(e) of the Constitution with respect to the CSD
charges. These proceedings included base rates and an automatic annual inflation adjustment.
Proceedings were successfully completed, without majority protest, for each of the Zones with
the exception of former CSD Zone E-4 (now designated as Benefit Zone 04). The assessments
identified in this Report reflect the charges and the automatic annual inflation adjustments
approved in connection with those mail ballot protest proceedings.
The assessment established for Zone 04 exclusively funds street landscaping and predates
Proposition 218. Therefore, pursuant to Article XIII D, Section 5 of the Constitution the existing
Zone 04 assessment is not required to be approved at a mail ballot proceeding so long as the
rate of the assessment/charge is not increased.1

1 CSD Zone E-4 was annexed to the CSD in fiscal year 1988/1989 prior to Proposition 218 and the charge per single
family residential property was originally established at $182.00, with non-residential properties being charged four
times that amount per acre. Subsequently, that $182.00 rate was reduced over the next several years to $110.00. The
$110.00 rate was in effect at the time Proposition 218 was enacted. Pursuant to the exemption provisions of Proposition
218, the $110.00 rate was grandfathered as the Zone charge in fiscal year 1997/98. In June 2016, the CSD proposed
a rate increase for the Zone. The increase was protested by property owners and did not become effective.
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In May 2014, the Moreno Valley Community Services District, formed Landscape Maintenance
District No. 2014-02 (“District”), pursuant to the Landscaping and Lighting Act of 1972 (California
Streets and Highways Code Section 22500 et seq.) (the “1972 Act”), replacing the previous CSD
Zones E-1, E-1A, E-2, E-3, E-3A, E-4, E-4A, E-12, E-14, E-15, and E-16. Parcels that had been
charged an annual CSD Zone E charge for landscape maintenance services are now instead
assessed an annual real property assessment for those services as part of Landscape
Maintenance District No. 2014-02. This transition did not increase the amount paid annually by
any property owner and did not change the nature or extent of the landscape maintenance
services provided. The assessments levied in connection with this assessment district in every
way serve as a continuation of the charges levied in connection with CSD Zone E for the ongoing
maintenance, servicing, and operation of local landscaping improvements previously established
and maintained in CSD Zones E-1, E-1A, E-2, E-3, E-3A, E-4, E-4A, E-12, E-14, E-15, and E-16.
Landscape Maintenance District No. 2014-02 was initially comprised of ten (10) benefit zones,
corresponding to eleven subzones of Zone E of the CSD, but with CSD Zones E-4 and E-4A
merged into a single benefit Zone 04.
On May 12, 2015 a new benefit Zone 09 was annexed to Landscape Maintenance District No.
2014-02, bringing the total number of benefit zones to eleven (11).
Each fiscal year, an Engineer’s Report ("Report") is prepared and presented to the CSD Board
describing the District, any changes to the District or improvements, and the proposed budget
and assessments for that fiscal year. The CSD Board shall hold a public hearing regarding these
matters prior to approving and ordering the proposed levy of assessments for that fiscal year and
such public hearing shall be noticed pursuant to the 1972 Act if new or increased assessments
are not proposed. If, in any year, the proposed annual assessments for the District exceed the
maximum assessments described herein, such an assessment would be considered a new or
increased assessment and must be confirmed through mailed property owner protest ballot
proceeding before that new or increased assessment may be imposed.
This Report is the detailed engineer’s report for FY 2018/19 regarding the District and the
proposed assessments to be levied on the properties therein to provide ongoing funding for the
costs and expenses required to service and maintain the landscaping improvements associated
with and resulting from the development of properties within the District, in accordance with the
proportional special benefits the properties will receive from the improvements.
The improvements, the method of apportionment, and special benefit assessments described in
this Report are based on the improvements and development of properties within the District and
represent an estimate of the direct expenditures and incidental expenses that will be necessary
to maintain, service, and operate such improvements for FY 2018/19. The improvements installed
in connection with the development of properties within the District and to be maintained as
described herein, are based on the development plans and specifications for the properties and
developments within the District and by reference these plans and specifications are made part
of this Report.
The word “parcel,” for the purposes of this Report, refers to an individual property assigned its
own Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) by the Riverside County Assessor’s Office. The Riverside
County Auditor/Controller uses Assessor’s Parcel Numbers and a dedicated fund number
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established for the District to identify properties to be assessed on the tax roll and the allocation
of the funds collected.
This Report consists of five (5) parts:

Part I
Plans and Specifications: A description of the District boundaries and the improvements
associated with the District. The District has eleven zones of benefit (“Zones”), which are
described in more detail in this section of the Report as well as in Part II (Method of
Apportionment). A diagram showing the exterior boundaries of the CSD, of the District, and the
Zones established within the District, is attached and incorporated herein in Part IV (District
Diagrams). The plans for the landscape improvements (if available), including the City’s standard
specifications are on file with the Public Works Department. The location of the improvements
for each zone can be found by using the Moreno Valley Map Viewer located on the City’s website.

Part II
Method of Apportionment: A discussion of the general and special benefits associated with the
overall local landscaping improvements provided within the District (Proposition 218 Benefit
Analysis). This Part also includes a determination of the proportional costs of the special benefits
and a separation of costs considered to be of general benefit (and therefore not assessed). This
section of the Report also outlines the method of calculating each property’s proportional special
benefit and annual assessment utilizing a weighted benefit apportionment.

Part III
Estimate of Improvement Costs: An estimate of the annual funding required for the
maintenance, servicing, and operation of landscape improvements within the District and
specifically the costs associated with the improvements determined to be of special benefit to
parcels within the District. The budget identifies an estimate of anticipated annual expenses to
service, maintain, and operate existing landscape improvements within the District for fiscal year
2018/19 including, but not limited to, servicing of those improvements and related facilities, utility
costs, and related incidental expenses authorized by the 1972 Act. The budget also identifies the
maximum assessment rate for each Zone of the District and the associated assessment range
formula (inflationary adjust) as applicable.

Part IV
District Diagrams: Diagrams showing the boundaries of the Zones, which collectively represent
the boundaries of the District, are provided in this Report and these diagrams identify all parcels
that receive special benefits from the improvements. Reference is hereby made to the Riverside
County Assessor’s maps for a detailed description of the lines and dimensions of each lot and
parcel of land within the District.
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Part V
Assessment Roll: A listing of the proposed assessment amount for each parcel within the
District. The proposed assessment amount for each parcel is based on the parcel’s calculated
proportional special benefit as outlined in the method of apportionment and proposed assessment
rate established in the District Budget. These assessment amounts represent the assessments
proposed to be levied and collected on the County Tax Rolls for FY 2018/19.
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PART I - PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
DESCRIPTION OF THE DISTRICT
The territory within this District consists of all lots and parcels of land that receive special benefits
from the landscape improvements maintained and funded by the District assessments. The
boundaries of the District consist of benefit zones ("Zones"), each of which is associated with a
set of landscape improvements. Each parcel within the District is assigned to each zone that funds
landscape maintenance services that specially benefit the parcel. Two zones (Zone 01A and 03A)
are comprised solely of a subset of the parcels in a larger zone (Zones 01 and 03 respectively).
Thus, all parcels in Zone 01A are also a part of Zone 01 and all parcels in Zone 03A are also a
part of Zone 03. These overlapping zones exist because, for example, the landscaping
improvements associated with Zone 01 provides special benefit to each parcel in Zone 01
(including Zone 01A parcels) but the landscaping improvements associated with Zone 01A
provides special benefit to only the Zone 01A parcels.
These eleven (11) Zones within the District and the benefits associated with the properties therein
are described in more detail in Part II (Method of Apportionment) of this Report. In addition, the
District Diagrams found in Part IV of this Report provide visual representations of the District
showing the boundaries of the Zones and the improvement areas being maintained.

DISTRICT FACILITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS
The landscape improvements maintained for each Zone are local landscaping improvements that
were installed in connection with the development of the parcels comprising each respective
Zone. These landscape improvements are an integral part of the subdivisions and development
for which they were installed, creating a green amenity and aesthetically pleasing enhancement
to the parcels served by the landscaping. In most cases, the landscaping improvements were a
condition of development of the parcels in the Zone, and the properties within the Zone could not
have been developed if the landscaping were not included. Improvements for each Zone are
either located within the subdivision or along the entry path to the residential subdivisions or nonresidential developments.
Collectively within the eleven (11) Zones, there is approximately 2,953,582 square feet of parkway
and median landscaped area, 3,854,860 square feet of open space, and 9,582 trees to be
maintained and funded in part by the District assessments. The District Diagrams found in Part
IV of this Report provide visual representations of the District, showing the boundaries of the
Zones and the improvement areas being maintained. Detailed plans identifying the location and
extent of the District’s landscape improvements and maps of those Zones and improvement areas
are on file in the Office of the Public Works Department, Special Districts Division, and by
reference these plans and maps are made part of this Report.
The maintenance, operation, and servicing of the District landscape improvements include the
furnishing of labor, materials, equipment, and utilities for the ordinary and usual maintenance,
operation, and servicing of the landscape areas within the public right-of-ways, easements, and
open space areas dedicated to the City/CSD as part of the development of properties within each
Zone of the District.
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The various landscape improvements associated with each Zone include combinations of
landscape amenities such as turf ground cover, plants, shrubs, trees, and associated appurtenant
facilities including, but not limited to irrigation and drainage systems, various types of
groundcover, stamped concrete, electrical and lighting, and entry monuments that may be
maintained in whole or in part as part of the landscape improvements depending on available
funding.
The following is a brief description and summary of the landscaped areas associated with each
Zone included in the District. A visual depiction of the location and extent of the landscape
improvement areas and Zone boundaries are provided on the District Diagrams provided in Part
IV of this Report.

ZONES
Local Landscaping Zone 01 (TownGate)
The properties within Zone 01 receive special benefits from landscaped parkways and medians
within the TownGate area, which is bordered by Day Street on the west, Cottonwood Avenue,
Dracaea Avenue, and Eucalyptus Avenue on the south, Elsworth Street and Frederick Street on
the east, and State Highway 60 on the north. The Zone improvements are currently maintained
at Level 2 service (8-week rotation) due to funding. The overall improvements include
approximately 323,609 square feet of landscaped area and 1,045 trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 01A (Renaissance Park)
The properties within Zone 01A receive special benefits from landscaped parkways and medians
within the TownGate area along with other parcels in Zone 01, but in addition, receive special
benefits from parkway landscaping and entry medians on the internal neighborhood streets
(Dracaea Avenue and Arbor Park Lane) that connect the various residential developments in this
area. The Renaissance Park area is bordered by Day Street on the west, Cottonwood Avenue on
the south, Elsworth Street on the east, and Eucalyptus Avenue on the north. The Zone
improvements are currently maintained at Level 3 service (12-week rotation) due to funding. The
overall improvements include approximately 72,335 square feet of landscaped area and 201
trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 02 (Hidden Springs)
The properties within Zone 02 receive special benefits from parkway landscaping along Hidden
Springs Drive, an entry median on Hidden Springs Drive at Pigeon Pass Road, and the west side
of Pigeon Pass Road bordering the Hidden Springs community, as well as maintenance of open
space areas throughout the community. The Zone parkway improvements are currently
maintained at Level 1 service (4-week rotation). The open space improvements are maintained
on a monthly rotation. The overall improvements include approximately 193,743 square feet of
landscaped area, 3,674,297 square feet of Open Space area, and 3,179 trees.
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Local Landscaping Zone 03 (Moreno Valley Ranch - West)
The properties within Zone 03 receive special benefits from parkway and median landscaping
generally surrounding the Moreno Valley Ranch area, bordered by Kitching Street on the west,
Gentian Avenue and Casa Encantador Road on the north, and generally the City boundary to the
east and south. The Zone improvements are currently maintained at Level 1 service (4-week
rotation). The overall improvements include approximately 866,943 square feet of landscaped
area and 2,382 trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 03A (Lasselle Powerline Parkway)
The properties within Zone 03A receive special benefits from landscaped parkways and medians
within the Moreno Valley Ranch - West area along with other parcels in Zone 03, but in addition,
receive special benefits from parkway landscaping on the internal neighborhood streets along
portions of Withers Way, Via Xavier, Cremello Way, Cavalcade Drive, and Kentucky Derby Drive.
The Zone improvements are currently maintained at Level 1 service (4-week rotation) due to
funding. The overall improvements include approximately 53,774 square feet of landscaped area
and 89 trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 04 (Moreno Valley Ranch - East)
The properties within Zone 04 receive special benefits from parkway and median landscaping
generally surrounding the developments bordered by Hammett Court, Oliver Street, and Moreno
Beach Drive to the west, Iris Avenue, John F. Kennedy Drive, and Cactus Avenue to the north,
and generally the City boundary to the southeast. The overall improvements include
approximately 980,404 square feet of landscaped area and 1,710 trees.
Because assessments in the Zone have been capped at the 1996/97 rate, the CSD has not been
able to provide the level of service in this Zone that is provided in other Zones. The Zone
improvements are currently maintained at Level 5 service (20-week rotation) due to funding.
Local Landscaping Zone 05 (Stoneridge Ranch)
The properties within Zone 05 receive special benefits from parkway and median landscaping
generally surrounding the Stoneridge Ranch residential neighborhood, bordered by Nason Street
on the west, Dracaea Avenue on the south, Eucalyptus Avenue on the east and Fir Avenue on
the north. The Zone improvements are currently maintained at Level 1 service (4-week rotation).
The overall improvements include approximately 98,392 square feet of landscaped area and 202
trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 06 (Mahogany Fields)
The properties within Zone 06 receive special benefits from parkway and median landscaping
generally located within the Mahogany Fields community along Alessandro Boulevard, Morrison
Street, Cottonwood Avenue, and Darwin Drive. The Zone improvements are currently maintained
at Level 1 service (4-week rotation). The overall improvements include approximately 178,564
square feet of landscaped area and 345 trees.
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Local Landscaping Zone 07 (Celebration)
The properties within Zone 07 receive special benefits from parkway and median landscaping
generally located within the Celebration community along Nason Street, Cactus Avenue, and
Oliver Street. The Zone improvements are currently maintained at Level 1 service (4-week
rotation). For FY 2018/19, the CSD anticipates incurring expenses to maintain buffer landscaping
located on the slope of a flood control at the south side of Zone 07. These improvements were
included in the budget for Zone 07 at the time it last went to property owner assessment balloting.
The CSD anticipates accepting the improvements for ongoing maintenance in FY 2018/19. The
overall improvements include approximately 44,591 square feet of landscaped area, 180,563
square feet of open space area (flood control channel slope), and 119 trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 08 (Shadow Mountain)
The properties within Zone 08 receive special benefits from parkway and median landscaping
generally surrounding the Shadow Mountain residential neighborhood, bordered by Pigeon Pass
Road on the west, Sunnymead Ranch Parkway on the south, Espada Creek Road on the east,
and Lawless Road on the north. The Zone improvements are currently maintained at Level 1
service (4-week rotation). The overall improvements include approximately 76,771 square feet of
landscaped area and 172 trees.
Local Landscaping Zone 09 (Savannah)
The properties within Zone 09 receive special benefits from parkway landscaping generally
surrounding the Savannah residential neighborhood, bordered by Morrison Street on the west,
Eucalyptus Avenue on the south, Fir Avenue on the north, and the tract boundary to the east.
The landscape improvements associated with Zone 09 were accepted for ongoing maintenance
by the CSD in late 2017/18. The FY 2018/19 budget for this Zone accounts for a full year of
maintenance.
The overall improvements include approximately 64,456 square feet of
landscaped area and 138 trees.
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PART II - METHOD OF APPORTIONMENT
The 1972 Act permits the establishment of assessment districts by agencies for the purpose of
providing certain public improvements, including the acquisition, construction, installation and
servicing of landscape improvements and related facilities. The 1972 Act requires that the cost of
these improvements be levied according to benefit rather than assessed value:
Section 22573 defines the net amount to be assessed as follows:
“The net amount to be assessed upon lands within an assessment district may be apportioned by
any formula or method which fairly distributes the net amount among all assessable lots or parcels
in proportion to the estimated benefits to be received by each such lot or parcel from the
improvements.”
Section 22574 provides for zones as follows:
“The diagram and assessment may classify various areas within an assessment district into
different zones where, by reason of variations in the nature, location, and extent of the
improvements, the various areas will receive differing degrees of benefit from the improvements.
A zone shall consist of all territory which will receive substantially the same degree of benefit from
the improvements.”
The formulas used for calculating assessments and the designation of zones herein reflect the
composition of parcels within the District and the improvements and activities to be provided, and
have been designed to fairly apportion the cost of providing those improvements based on a
determination of the proportional special benefits to each parcel, consistent with the requirements
of the 1972 Act and the provisions of Proposition 218 and Article XIII D of the California
Constitution.

PROPOSITION 218 BENEFIT ANALYSIS
The costs of the proposed improvements for FY 2018/19 have been identified and allocated to
properties within the District based on special benefit. The improvements provided by this District
and for which properties are assessed are local public landscape improvements and related
amenities that were installed in connection with the development of the properties or would
otherwise be required for the development of properties within each respective Zone of the
District. The assessments and method of apportionment is based on the premise that these
improvements would otherwise not have been required without the development of those parcels
within the District.
Article XIIID Section 2(d) defines District as follows:
“District means an area determined by an agency to contain all parcels which will receive a special
benefit from a proposed public improvement or property-related service”;
Article XIIID Section 2(i) defines Special Benefit as follows:
“Special benefit” means a particular and distinct benefit over and above general benefits conferred
on real property located in the district or to the public at large. General enhancement of property
value does not constitute “special benefit.”
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Article XIIID Section 4a defines proportional special benefit assessments as follows:
“An agency which proposes to levy an assessment shall identify all parcels which will have a
special benefit conferred upon them and upon which an assessment will be imposed. The
proportionate special benefit derived by each identified parcel shall be determined in relationship
to the entirety of the capital cost of a public improvement, the maintenance and operation
expenses of a public improvement, or the cost of the property related service being provided. No
assessment shall be imposed on any parcel which exceeds the reasonable cost of the
proportional special benefit conferred on that parcel.”

BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Special Benefit
The ongoing maintenance of local public landscaped areas within the District provides aesthetic
benefits to the properties within each respective Zone and provides a more pleasant environment
to walk, drive, live, and work. The primary function of these landscape improvements and related
amenities is to serve as an aesthetically pleasing enhancement and green space for the benefit
of the immediately surrounding developments for which the improvements were constructed and
installed. These improvements are an integral part of the physical environment of parcels in
associated Zones, and if the improvements were not properly maintained, it is these parcels that
would be aesthetically burdened. In addition, the street landscaping in these Zones serve as both
a physical buffer as well as a sound reduction or buffer between the roadways and the properties
in the District and the open spaces, where applicable, provide a physical buffer and openness
between properties. Furthermore, open spaces serve as an extension of the recreational features
of parcels, such as their front or rear yards, and entry landscaping serves as a pleasant aesthetic
amenity that enhances the approach to the parcels. As a result, the maintenance of these
landscaped improvements is a particular and distinct benefit to the properties and developments
within each Zone.
General Benefit
In reviewing the location and extent of the specific landscaped areas and improvements to be
funded by District assessments and the proximity and relationship to properties to be assessed,
it is evident these improvements are local improvements that were installed in connection with
the development of properties in each respective Zone or are improvements that would otherwise
be shared by and required for the future development of properties in those Zones. It is also
evident that the aesthetic maintenance of these improvements and the enhanced level of
maintenance provided only has a direct and particular impact on those properties (special benefit)
and such maintenance beyond that which is required to ensure the safety and protection of the
general public and property in general, has no identifiable benefit to the public at large or
properties outside each respective Zone.
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In the absence of a special funding Zone, the City would typically provide only weed abatement
and erosion control services for landscaped areas. These services would typically be provided
twice annually. This level of service provides for public safety and avoids negative impacts on
adjacent roadways and vehicles traveling on those roadways, but results in a far less visually
pleasing environment than is created with the enhanced levels of services associated with the
District. The cost to provide the baseline level of service is approximately $0.0217165 per square
foot per servicing for streetscape areas and $0.0108583 per square foot per servicing for open
space areas that require maintenance. Utilizing these per square foot costs, the square footages
of the improvement areas, and the number of servicing in each Zone, the following table
summarizes the current estimated general benefit costs calculated for each District Zone:
Fiscal Year 2018/19 Estimated General Benefit Costs

Zone
Zone 01
Zone 01A
Zone 02
Zone 03
Zone 03A
Zone 04
Zone 05
Zone 06
Zone 07
Zone 08
Zone 09 2
(1)

General Benefit
Cost (1)
$14,056
3,142
28,364
37,655
2,336
42,582
4,274
7,756
2,918
3,335
2,800
$149,218

The General Benefit Costs presented in the table above are reflected in the budgets for each Zone. As with most landscape
maintenance costs, these General Benefit Costs are subject to an annual CPI increase and as such the General Benefit Cost
contributions are adjusted annually for inflation.
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General Fund Maintained Areas
The following improvements are excluded from assessment funding and instead funded from
other sources. These particular improvement areas are identified on the District Diagrams
provided in Part IV of this Report as “General Fund Maintained” improvements and include the
improvements in the following Zones:
The 31,000 square feet of planter area and 8 trees in the greenbelt drainage area south of Iris
Avenue and west of Turnberry Street previously included in CSD Zone E-4A (Daybreak) is
maintained and funded by other general fund revenues and not included in the assessments for
Zone 04. These improvements constitute all the landscaped areas previously in CSD Zone E-4A.
The 2,230 square feet of parkway planter area on the east side of Nason Street north of
Damascus Road that was previously included in CSD Zone E-15 (Celebration), will be maintained
and funded by other general fund revenues and not included in the assessments for Zone 07.
Areas which require a General Fund Maintained Area contribution are re-evaluated annually to
reflect estimated cost.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
The method of apportionment for this District calculates the receipt of special benefit from the
respective improvements based on the land use of the parcels.
Equivalent Benefit Unit Application
To proportionally allocate special benefit to each parcel, it is necessary to correlate each
property’s proportional benefit to other properties that benefit from the improvements and services
being funded. In order to do this, the assessment methodology assigns each parcel a number of
Equivalent Benefit Units (EBUs) based on its land use as of March 1st, preceding the fiscal year
addressed herein. One EBU is defined as the special benefit allocable to a single family home
(basic EBU). In each case, a parcel is only allocated EBUs if the landscaping serving the Zone
has been accepted by the City or will be accepted by the City during the upcoming fiscal year.
Single Family Residential — This land use is defined as a fully subdivided single family
residential home site with or without a structure. As previously noted, the single family residential
parcel has been selected as the basic EBU for calculation of assessments and each single-family
residential home site is assigned 1.0 Equivalent Benefit Unit (1.0 EBU per lot or parcel).
Condominium Residential — This land use is defined as a fully subdivided condominium
residential unit assigned its own Assessor’s Parcel Number by the County. EBUs are assigned to
these parcels by multiplying the overall acreage of the condominium development by 4 (the typical
number of single family homes in an acre of typical development), and then dividing the result by
the number of condominium units/parcels in the development.
Multi-Family Residential and Mobile Home Park — This land use classification identifies
properties that are used for residential purposes and contain more than one residential unit. The
proportional special benefit and EBU for these parcels is based on acreage, at 4.0 EBUs per acre.
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Developed Non-Residential — This classification includes developed properties including
parking lots that are identified or zoned for commercial, industrial, or other non-residential use
including offices, hotels, recreational facilities (excluding parks), and institutional facilities
including, hospitals, churches or facilities utilized by other non-profit organizations, whether those
facilities are publicly owned (non-taxable) or privately owned. Like Multi-Family Residential and
Mobile Home Park properties the proportional special benefit and EBU for these parcels is based
on acreage, at 4.0 EBUs per acre.
Planned Residential Development — This land use is defined as a property that is currently
consider vacant or undeveloped land, but for which the number of residential lots to be developed
on the property is known or has been approved. These properties benefit from the existing Zone
improvements, but may as part of their development install additional landscape improvements
to be maintained either solely by the development or as part of the District improvements
depending on the location and extent of those improvements. The proportional special benefit
and EBU for these parcels is based on the planned residential units for the parcel, at 0.50 EBU
per planned unit (50% of the basic EBU unit for a single family residential parcel).
Undeveloped/Vacant Property — This land use is defined as a parcel that is currently consider
vacant or undeveloped land that can be developed, but for which the use and/or development of
the property has not been fully determined. These parcels are assigned a proportional EBU that
is based on 50% of the proportional benefit established for a developed property in the District.
The proportional special benefit and EBU for these parcels is based on acreage, at 2.0 EBUs per
acre.
Special Case Property — In some Zones there may be one or more properties that the standard
land use classifications identified above do not accurately identify the use and special benefit
received from the improvements and/or it has been determined that the property receives special
benefit, but has not been previously assessed for various reasons. Properties that are typically
classified as Special Case properties usually involve some type of development or land
restrictions whether those restrictions are temporary or permanent and affect the properties
proportional special benefit. Examples of such restrictions may include situations where only a
small percentage of the parcel’s total acreage can actually be developed. In such a case, the net
usable acreage of the parcel rather than the gross acreage of the parcel may be applied to
calculate the parcel’s proportional special benefit. In addition, in certain Zones there are a few
parcels that have been identified as properties that receive special benefit from the Zone
improvements, but likely because of their ownership or tax status (government or non-profit
owned properties) these parcels were not previously levied the annual assessment. The
proportional special benefit and proposed assessment for each of these parcels is calculated
along with all other properties in the Zone, but rather than ballot these properties for a new or
increased assessment at this time, the agency will make an off-setting contribution to the Zone
that is equal to the assessment amount these Non-Assessed parcels would otherwise have been
assessed.
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Exempt — means a lot, parcel of land, or Assessor’s Parcel that is considered to not specially
benefit directly from improvements. This classification includes, but is not limited to, areas of
public streets, private streets, and other roadways; and public easements or right-of-ways
including landscaped parkways or easements; and utility right-of-ways or easements such as
irrigation or drainage ditches, channels or basins, and flood plains. These types of parcels (similar
to the improvements) are typically the result of property development rather than the direct cause
of development and have little or no need for the improvements. (These types of properties may
or may not be assigned an Assessor’s Parcel Number by the County).
Also, exempt from assessment are Assessor’s Parcels that are identified as common areas
(properties for which the surrounding residential parcels have a shared interest); bifurcated lots;
small parcels vacated by the County or similar sliver parcels that cannot be developed
independent of an adjacent parcel. These types of parcels are generally not separately assessed
because they are functionally a part of another parcel that is assessed for its own benefit and the
benefit of the associated parcel. Based on the improvements maintained in this District it has been
determined that public schools, public parks, golf courses, and open space areas provide
landscape amenities that are available to the public or are similar in nature to the improvements
of a Zone and any benefit these properties may derive from the Zone improvements are more
than off-set by the public benefit they provide to properties in the Zone.
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PART III - ESTIMATE OF COSTS
CALCULATION OF ASSESSMENTS
An assessment amount per EBU in each Zone is calculated by:
Taking the “Total Annual Expenses” (Total budgeted costs) and subtracting the “Total General
Benefit Contribution”, to establish the “Special Benefit Costs”;
Total Annual Expenses – Total General Benefit Contribution = Special Benefit Costs
To the resulting “Special Benefit Costs”, various “Other Available Funding” adjustments are
applied. For further information please reference line items in the budget on the following pages
under “Other Available Funding.”
These adjustments to the Special Benefit Costs result in the “Net Special Benefit Assessment”;
Special Benefit Costs +/- Other Available Funding = Net Special Benefit Assessment
The amount identified as the “Net Special Benefit Assessment” is divided by the total number of
EBUs of parcels that benefit to establish the “Assessment Rate” or “Assessment per EBU” for the
fiscal year. This Rate is then applied back to each parcel’s individual EBU to calculate the parcel’s
proportionate special benefit and assessment for the improvements.
Net Special Benefit Assessment / Total EBU = Assessment per EBU
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DISTRICT BUDGETS
The following budgets outline the estimated costs to maintain the improvements and the
anticipated expenditures for each Zone for FY 2018/19.
Total District
Budget

Description

Zone 01
TownGate

Zone 01A
Renaissance
Park

Zone 02
Hidden
Springs

Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
Operations & Personnel

Utilities
Total O&M Expenses

$1,752,745

$217,547

$34,781

473,000

79,500

18,900

$382,326
119,800

$2,225,745

$297,047

$53,681

$502,126

$33,154

Incidental/Administrative Expenses
District Administration

$149,071

$12,987

$4,040

County Fees

7,002

610

190

1,557

Miscellaneous Administration Expenses

7,510

746

215

1,638

$163,583

$14,343

$4,445

$36,349

$3,670

$0

$0

$0

$2,392,998

$311,390

$58,125

$538,474

Total Incidental/Administrative Expenses
Contribution to Reserves

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES
General Benefit Costs

($149,218)

General Fund Maintained Area Costs

(14,192)

Total General Benefit Contribution

($163,410)

SPECIAL BENEFIT COSTS

$2,229,588

($14,056)
0
($14,056)

$297,334

($3,142)
0
($3,142)

$54,983

($28,364)
0
($28,364)

$510,110

Other Available Funding
Use of Reserve Fund

(1)

Interest Income - Unrealized Gains/Losses
Reimbursement Agreements
Total Contributions/Adjustments

NET SPECIAL BENEFIT ASSESSMENT
District Statistics
Total Parcels
Total Assessed Parcels
Total EBU
Proposed Assessment per EBU (FY 2018/19)
Maximum Assessment per EBU

EBU of Non-Assessed Parcels
Contribution for Non-Assessed Parcels

(2)

NET BALANCE TO LEVY

($106,667)

($736)

($4,750)

($2)

(11,700)

(973)

(304)

(1,989)

(2,500)

(2,500)

0

0

($120,867)

($4,209)

($5,054)

($1,991)

$2,108,721

$293,125

$49,929

$508,119

11,422

1,186

557

1,151

11,404

1,185

557

1,151

12,639.02072

2,184.24781

557.00000

1,178.00000

$2,287.72

$134.20

$89.64

$431.34

$3,236.94

$146.39

$89.64

$461.77

204.20200

5.00000
$0

$0

($25,362)

($671)

$2,083,359

$292,454

$49,929

$508,119

$4,703,240
2,122,921

$456,403
296,598

$113,416
50,233

$914,338
510,108

Reserve Fund/Fund Balance
Estimated Beginning Fund Balance as of July 1, 2018
Revenues and City Contributions.
(1)

(106,667)

(736)

(4,750)

(2)

Expenditures Less General Benefit Costs

(2,229,588)

(297,334)

(54,983)

(510,110)

Estimated Ending Fund Balance as of June 30, 2019

$4,489,907

$454,930

Use of Reserve Funds

$103,917

$914,333

(1)

Additional funds are being used to meet proposed levy amount.

(2)

Agency Contribution for parcels that benefit, but have not historically been assessed (typically government owned properties).

The budget dollar amounts above are calculated to the penny, but are shown here as rounded amounts (nearest dollar). Any variance
in the addition or subtraction of the amounts displayed above is due to this rounding.
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Zone 03
Moreno
Valley Ranch
West

Description

Zone 03A
Lasselle
Powerline
Parkway

Zone 04
Moreno
Valley Ranch
East

Zone 05
Stoneridge
Ranch

Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
Operations & Personnel

Utilities
Total O&M Expenses

$518,626

$27,570

$223,494

92,500

6,000

50,200

$66,297
27,000

$611,126

$33,570

$273,694

$93,297

$3,846

Incidental/Administrative Expenses
District Administration

$40,010

$3,220

$33,363

County Fees

1,879

151

1,567

181

Miscellaneous Administration Expenses

2,039

175

1,643

200

$43,928

$3,546

$36,573

$4,227

$0

$0

$575

$0

$655,054

$37,116

$310,841

$97,523

Total Incidental/Administrative Expenses
Contribution to Reserves

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES
General Benefit Costs

($37,655)

General Fund Maintained Area Costs

0

Total General Benefit Contribution

($37,655)

SPECIAL BENEFIT COSTS

$617,399

($2,336)
0
($2,336)

$34,780

($42,582)
(13,682)
($56,264)

$254,577

($4,274)
0
($4,274)

$93,249

Other Available Funding
Use of Reserve Fund

(1)

Interest Income - Unrealized Gains/Losses
Reimbursement Agreements
Total Contributions/Adjustments

NET SPECIAL BENEFIT ASSESSMENT

($17,319)

($1)

(2,314)

(184)

$0
(1,652)

($42,039)
(1,110)

0

0

0

0

($19,633)

($185)

($1,652)

($43,149)

$597,766

$34,595

$252,925

$50,100

334

District Statistics
Total Parcels

4,513

467

2,087

Total Assessed Parcels

4,509

467

2,074

334

4,492.45291

467.00000

2,299.32000

334.00000

$133.06

$74.08

$110.00

$150.00

$146.39

$77.85

$110.00

$460.06

0

78.72000

Total EBU
Proposed Assessment per EBU (FY 2018/19)
Maximum Assessment per EBU

EBU of Non-Assessed Parcels

120.48200

Contribution for Non-Assessed Parcels

(2)

NET BALANCE TO LEVY

($16,031)

$0

($8,659)

0
$0

$581,734

$34,595

$244,266

$50,100

$1,018,160
600,080

$78,369
34,779

$520,703
254,577

$375,794
51,210

Reserve Fund/Fund Balance
Estimated Beginning Fund Balance as of July 1, 2018
Assessment Revenues
(1)

(17,319)

(1)

Expenditures

(617,399)

(34,780)

(254,577)

Estimated Ending Fund Balance as of June 30, 2019

$983,522

$78,368

$520,703

Use of Reserve Funds

0

(42,039)
(93,249)
$291,716

(1)
Additional funds are being used to meet proposed levy amount2) Agency Contribution for parcels that benefit, but have not
historically been assessed (typically government owned properties).

The budget dollar amounts above are calculated to the penny, but are shown here as rounded amounts (nearest dollar). Any variance
in the addition or subtraction of the amounts displayed above is due to this rounding.
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Zone 06
Mahogany
Fields

Description

Zone 07
Celebration

Zone 08
Shadow
Mountain

Zone 09
Savannah

Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
Total Maintenance Costs
Utilities
Total O&M Expenses

$99,938

$77,722

$76,281

31,700

6,200

15,800

$28,165
25,400

$131,638

$83,922

$92,081

$53,565

$2,250

Incidental/Administrative Expenses
District Administration

$6,261

$6,827

$3,115

County Fees

294

321

146

106

Miscellaneous Administration Expenses

327

221

173

133

$6,882

$7,369

$3,434

$2,489

$0

$0

$0

$3,095

$138,520

$91,291

$95,515

$59,149

Total Incidental/Administrative Expenses
Contribution to Reserves

TOTAL ANNUAL EXPENSES
General Benefit Costs

($7,756)

General Fund Maintanied Area Costs

0

Total General Benefit Contribution

($7,756)

SPECIAL BENEFIT COSTS

$130,764

($2,918)
(510)
($3,428)

$87,863

($3,335)
0
($3,335)

$92,180

($2,800)
0
($2,800)

$56,349

Other Available Funding
Use of Reserve Fund

(1)

Interest Income - Unrealized Gains/Losses
Reimbursement Agreements
Total Contributions/Adjustments

NET SPECIAL BENEFIT ASSESSMENT

Proposed Assessment per EBU (FY 2018/19)

EBU of Non-Assessed Parcels
Contribution for Non-Assessed Parcels

$0

(710)

(176)

0

0

($808)

($43,297)

($713)

($176)

$129,956

$44,566

$91,467

$56,172

424

262

291

150

424

262

291

150

424.00000

262.00000

291.00000

150.00000

$306.50

$170.10

$314.32

$374.48

$322.14

$385.91

$339.83

$696.96

0.00000

0

0

0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$129,956

$44,566

$91,467

$56,172

$343,591
130,756

$587,183
46,054

$250,160
92,177

$45,123
56,349

(2)

NET BALANCE TO LEVY

($3)

(1,488)
0

Total Assessed Parcels

Maximum Assessment per EBU

($41,809)

0

District Statistics
Total Parcels

Total EBU

($8)
(800)

Reserve Fund/Fund Balance
Estimated Beginning Fund Balance as of July 1, 2018
Assessment Revenues
(1)

(8)

(41,809)

(3)

Expenditures

(130,764)

(87,863)

(92,180)

Estimated Ending Fund Balance as of June 30, 2019

$343,575

Use of Reserve Fund

$503,566

$250,154

0
(56,349)
$45,123

(1)

Additional funds are being used to meet proposed levy amount.

(2)

Agency Contribution for parcels that benefit, but have not historically been assessed (typically government owned properties).

The budget dollar amounts above are calculated to the penny, but are shown here as rounded amounts (nearest dollar). Any variance
in the addition or subtraction of the amounts displayed above is due to this rounding.
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ASSESSMENT RATES
The following shows the assessment rates applicable to each Zone for FY 2018/19 based on the
budget and the method of apportionment presented above.
Fiscal Year 2018/19 Assessment Rates

Zone
Zone 01
Zone 01 Condo
Zone 01A
Zone 02
Zone 03
Zone 03 Condo 32142
Zone 03 Condo 32143 & 32144
Zone 03 Condo 32145
Zone 03 Condo 32146
Zone 03A
Zone 04
Zone 05
Zone 06
Zone 07
Zone 08
Zone 09

Maximum
Assessment
Rate per EBU (1)

Proposed
Rates per EBU
for FY 2018/19

$146.39
$66.06
$89.64
$461.77
$146.39
$64.85

$134.20
$60.54
$89.64
$431.34
$133.06
$58.96

$62.49

$56.81

$36.55
$35.36
$77.85
$110.00
$460.06
$322.14
$385.91
$339.83
$696.96

$33.23
$32.16
$74.08
$110.00
$150.00
$306.50
$170.10
$314.32
$374.48

(1)

The Maximum Assessment Rate for all Zones (except Zone 04) includes an inflationary adjustment that was
approved by the property owners as part of the balloted assessment proceeding.

ANNUAL INFLATIONARY ADJUSTMENT (ASSESSMENT RANGE FORMULA)
Zone 01 through Zone 03A and Zone 05 through Zone 08
The Maximum Assessment Rate per EBU established for the improvements in the previous fiscal
year may be adjusted by the percentage change calculated for the previous calendar year in the
Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County Consumer Price Index (CPI), as published by the
Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The “All Urban Consumers” Index for Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County is used to calculate
the annual inflation adjustment. The inflation adjustment from December 2016 to December
2017 is 3.61%.
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Zone 04
The Maximum Assessment Rate does not inflate.
Zone 09
Each fiscal year the Maximum Assessment Rate will be automatically adjusted by the percentage
change in the CPI for All Urban Consumers for the Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County Region
as published by the Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics or three percent (3%),
whichever is greater.
Each year, the Board of Directors will consider whether the assessment needs to be levied at the
adjusted maximum rate; and the Board may levy it at some lower rate or choose not to implement
an automatic rate adjustment.
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PART IV - DISTRICT DIAGRAMS
The following pages provide boundary diagrams for each Zone within the District, as well as a
general depiction of the location of the improvements as identified at the time this Report was
prepared. Detailed maps of the full extent and location of the improvement areas are on file in the
Office of the Public Works Department, Special Districts Division. The combination of these map
and the Assessment Roll referenced by this Report constitute the Assessment Diagrams for the
District.
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PART V - ASSESSMENT ROLL
Parcel identification for each lot or parcel within the District is based on available parcel maps and
property data from the Riverside County Assessor’s Office. A listing of the Assessor’s Parcel
Numbers (APNs) to be assessed within this District, along with the corresponding Assessment
Amounts to be levied for FY 2018/19 has been provided electronically to the Secretary of the CSD
Board (City Clerk). The listing is incorporated herein by reference. The Report can also be
found online at the City’s website at www.moval.org/sf. If any APN identified therein is submitted
for collection and identified by the County Auditor/Controller of the County of Riverside to be an
invalid parcel number for any fiscal year, a corrected parcel number and/or new parcel numbers
will be identified and resubmitted to the County Auditor/Controller. The assessment amount to be
levied and collected for the resubmitted parcel or parcels shall be based on the method of
apportionment, as described in this Report and approved by the CSD Board. Please note, totals
may not match budget due to rounding.
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